
YOUR BENEFITS:

Access Live Up-To-Date
Dental Statistics for Free

HOW IT WORKS 
IN 5 STEPS: 

HOW TO ENGAGE
YOUR PATIENTS:

INVITE THEM
Invite your patients to share their
valuable opinion and experience. Market
results are anonymized so everyone can
participate freely! Send invites at
https://account.dentacoin.com/invite

SHARE SURVEYS
Publish a link to any survey you find
interesting on your social profiles or lead
them to the page with all surveys to choose from:
www.dentavox.dentacoin.com/en/paid-dental-surveys/ 

SHARE FACTS
You will be surprised what curious results
you can find in our statistics! Make sure
you check our blog regularly to find 
useful infographics, myth-busting
articles, and survey results:
https://dentavox.dentacoin.com/blog/ 

GET IN TOUCH
For any inquiries or custom solution requests,

do not hesitate to write us at dentavox@dentacoin.com

Register at 
https://dentavox.dentacoin.com/en/registration/. 
Make sure you use the form for "Dentists"
to unlock the full potential of DentaVox. 

Fill out the necessary information about your
practice and wait for approval (up to 72 hours). 
Make sure the information is detailed and correct,
so that your profile is appealing to patients.

Once approved, you will receive an email and
will be able to access all features. On top of it:
You will have an automatically created profile
on Dentacoin Trusted Reviews!

Browse all free statistics at
https://dentavox.dentacoin.com/en/dental-survey-stats/.
We show new stats every week! You can filter them 
by relevant demographic groups, locations, period.

Take a look at all paid surveys at
https://dentavox.dentacoin.com/en/paid-dental-surveys/.
We upload two new questionnaires per week.
Take them yourself or share with your patients!

QUESTION ?

PUBLISH BANNERS
To present DentaVox to your patients, you can
also use our ready promo banners (scroll until
section "Dentacoin Tools: Promo Banners"):
https://dentists.dentacoin.com/download-assets
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Feel the pulse of the market
with always up-to-date stats 

Find interesting content to publish
on your social network pages

Take polls and surveys yourself
to get additional DCN rewards

Order custom surveys for free
on a topic that interests youFREE
Engage your patients
to take surveys and earn DCN


